Rand 3D Brings Training Solutions to PTC LiveWorx 2019
Training and Custom Documentation Solutions Provide Missing Link in
Maximizing Effectiveness of CAD and PLM Software Implementations
BALTIMORE, MD ― June 3, 2019 — Effective training underpins every successful CAD
and PLM implementation. That’s why Rand 3D is showcasing their suite of training solutions
for PTC products in booth K4 at LiveWorx 2019 held at the Boston Convention and
Exhibition Centre in Boston, Massachusetts from June 10-13, 2019.

“Training can increase a team’s productivity by ensuring they understand how to effectively
use the software, but for this to happen two critical components must come together,” says
Meghan Foster, director of business development for Rand 3D. “The first is having
instructors who are able to decode years of real world experiences into practical, bite-sized
tips that customers can immediately apply in their own work. The second component is
leveraging well-honed teaching styles and training materials that together, increase the
productivity of individuals as well as the capacity of the entire team. By offering expert-led
training classes for PTC software products over the past 25 years, Rand 3D’s Technical
Training Engineers have mastered this mix.”
Rand 3D will highlight their training solutions for Creo and Windchill at LiveWorx 2019.
Training solutions include in-person classes, LIVE Online training, custom training, and selfpaced eLearning. Also on display will be samples of Rand 3D’s custom documentation
solutions which integrate a company’s best practices, models and company-specific
examples into the training courseware. Companies using custom documentation streamline
the learning process, enabling employees to return to work more productive.
Rand 3D training classes use curriculum developed by ASCENT- Center for Technical
Knowledge. ASCENT develops professional, off-the-shelf and custom courseware for the
industry’s leading design engineering software applications, including those from PTC.
Visit booth K4 and pick up a voucher to save 30% off all Creo classes, plus bring your DX
Challenge stamp card for a chance to win a prize provided by LiveWorx. Talk to Rand 3D
experts to learn more about Rand 3D’s training solutions for Creo and Windchill as well as
their customized training and documentation solutions.
Learn more about Rand 3D’s full suite of training solutions at rand3d.com, view Rand 3D’s
video archive for technical tips and webcasts, or speak with a Rand 3D expert at 1-877-7263243.
About Rand 3D
Rand 3D, a division of Rand Worldwide (OTCBB: RWWI), provides professional, industryleading training solutions through a full-time, dedicated teaching faculty for Dassault
Systèmes and PTC software users. With over 30 years of industry experience, backed by a
team of subject matter experts, engineers, trainers, and dedicated customer service
representatives, this team has the expertise required to offer effective engineering software
and training solutions.
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